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I. Introduction 

In this paper a simultaneous supply-and-demand model of 

the u.s. steel industry for the years 1920 to 1972 will be 

developed. In the past considerable doubt on the feasibility 

of such a study has been expressed (R owley 1971, pp. 64-66), 

and in recent years very few studies have been done.l Rowley 

thought that the econometric problems were insurm ountable 

citing issues such as multicollinearity and identification. 

These, however, can be overcome by the standard simultaneous 

estimation techniques, but one situation cited by Rowley can 

not be handled by the usual met hodology. In times of falling 

demand, steel firms often give secret price concessions or 

discounts to some customers. Consequently, since the price 

indexes often do not reflect actual transaction prices, an 

errors-in-variables problem exists. Because the errors in the 

price variable are not independent of the ot her variables in 

the model, the usual met hods of correcting for the problem 

cannot be Used. 

instrumental 

Another 

variables techni que to deal with the situation. 

problem is the oligopolistic nat ure of the steel 

industry. Price does not necessarily equal marginal cost, and 

in order to measure supply some method must be found to account 

1 Hekman (1978) measured regional supply and dema d curves for 
the American industry, and Jondrow et al., (1975) did a similar 
study for the whole industry wit h special attention to imports  
but the latter paper used a very small sample which lacked 
degrees of freedom. 

This paper, then, will demonstrate a special 



Supply-and-Demand 

for the di fferen ce. Here this dif ference will be subsumed in 

the cons tant of the supply relation. By using intercept -d um m y 

variables, account is taken of changes in the structure or 

conduct of the industry that mig ht affect the price-marginal 

cost dispa rity. Since both of the problems discussed above 

exist in other markets, this study may have a wider application 

than to just the steel ind ustry. 

The ne xt section will set up the supply-and-demand model 

taking into account the imperfections in the market. In 

section III we will develop a correction to take into account 

the errors in the variables, and in section IV the results will 

be 

II. 

To develop the model we will first focus 

tions and then on supply conditions. While 

quite nu merous, outp ut in gross tonnage will he used as the 

quantity variable. for this study. Except for some specialty 

items, the price and physical composition of the various steel 

pr oducts are quite similar  so this variable probably accu

rately re flects the production of the industry. 

Demand 

Because of its flexibility, a constant elasticity demand 

curve for steel will be used: 

= aPf , II: l Oct 

f = demand elasticity, 

show n and discussed. 

The Model 

on demand cond i

steel products are 
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P = 	 deflated composite steel-price index 

compiled by Metal Statistics 1973, and 


Oct = 	 the amount of steel consumed in the United 
States for any year; i.e., ap parent consump
tion which is assumed equal to u.s. produc
tion plus imports minus exports.l 

Two other variables significantly influence the demand for 

steel: the state of the economy (especially capital spending 

and manufacturing output) and the price of substitutes. Past 

empirical work 1978 ] has shown value-added in 

manu facturing (net of in iron and steel) to be a 

good indication of the 	 demand for steel, but a similar 

variable--an index of total industrial production--will be used 

because it is available for more years.2 

1 Here steel is assumed to be a product undi fferentiated as to 
source of supply. The data source for qua ntity is American 
Iron and Steel Institute 1910-1975. 

2 This variable, the manufacturing output index com piled by
Kendrick (1961 and 1973), is hig hly correlated wit h the value  
added in manufacturing (0.997). It is available for more years 
than is the value-added figure, but one problem is that the 
change in steel and iron industry output is not netted out. On 
the other hand, steel and iron account for only about 4 percent
of the value added in ma nufactu.ring, the industry does useand 
its ow n product; so it is not clear that the adjustment is too 
important. 
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Qd = boPfGMAN blpNFb2ev , 

The price of non ferrous metals will be used to represent 

the price of substitutes. There fore, the demand function is as 

follows: l 

II:2 

where 

GMAN = the index of manufacturing production compiled by
Kendrick [1961 and 1973], and 

PNF = deflated price of substitutes, rep resented by the BLS 
index of nonferrous metal prices. 

For ease of estimation, this function can he put in a log-log 

form. 

lnQd = lnbo + flnP + b1lnGMAN + b2lnPNF + v • II:2 a  

Two other inf luences are hypothesized to have affected. the 

demand for steel. First, the amount of steel used per amount 

of manu facturing or aggregate GNP has decreased over time.2 

(See Rowley 1971, pp. 68-71). This has happened because of 

increases in substitutes and the movement of GNP growth, both 

aggregate and ma nufacturing, away from steel-using good s. 

1 Aluminum is the closest sing le substitute for steel, but 
other metals represented in the nonferrous ind ex are also sub
stitutes. So both the al uminum price and PNF were tried in 
experiments, but PNF usually worked better. Since there are 
other substitutes, the metal price variables are not comp letely 
representative, but the market conditions for the unrep resented 
substitutes would impinge on the prices of both alum inum and 
nonferrous metals in general. There fore, the substitution 
ef fects are likely to be adequately captured by the metal price
indexes. 

2 For instance, between 1929 and 1972 real GNP grew 272 
percent and manufacturing output grew 395 percent, while 
app arent steel consum ption increased by only 141 percent. 
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Supply 

Developments in the use of ste.el accounted for by the modelnot 

may have led to this change. Since an ap propriate continuous 

proxy for this change does not seem to exfst, an intercept 

dummy variable will be used: 

ID = 1 for the years 

The major justification for using 1945 as the break point is 

the great increase in aluminum capacity broug ht on by World War 

before 1945 and zero afterwards. 

II. 

The second possible explanation for deviations from the 

demand function is the Depression. In the model, changes in 

manufacturing activity are included, but the construction 

industry was also an important user of steel (18 percent of the 

total in 1968 . Its activity was especially low during the 

Depression. Also production in the manufacturing sectors whic h 

used steel most intensively (autos and capi tal goods) decreased 

disproportionately during the Depression. Therefore a dummy 

variable, DEP, for the Depression will be included, where 

DEP = 1 for the years 1930-3 9 arid zero ot herwise. 


To sum up the following model will be used to measure steel


industry demand: 


lnQ = lnbo + flnP + b1lnGMAN + b2lnPNF + b3ID + b4DEP + v. II:3 


In order to incorporate supply into the analysis, we first 

show how cost and output are related and then take firm 

behavior into account. Therefore, an industry supply curve on 

the assumption of product market competition will first be 
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prod uction rises or 
substitution 

proportions changing 

derived. To do this, one needs to understand the conditions 

under which prod uction occurs. 

In the production of steel, the following inputs: coal 

(C), ir on ore (IR ), labor (L), steel scrap (SS), and capital 

(K) account for 90 percent of the cost [Hekman lq76 , p. 14]. 

Consequently, the steel prod uction function can be represented 

as follows: 

Q = F ( C, IR, L, SS , K) , II: 4 

where Q = the total tonnage of steel production produced
and imported for consumption in the United 
States, and 

C, IR, L, SS, K rep resent the amounts of the various 
production fact ors used by the industry.l 

Past empirical work on the cost function for steel [Hekman 

1978] suggests that a Cobb-Douglas function adequately 

represents the technology of steel production.2 

1 Here we assume that imports are produced by about the same 
methods and inputs as domestic steel. In the early part of our 
period, this probably was not true, but imports were small. In 
the later part of the period when imports became significant, 
world markets de finitely developed in coal and iron ore and 
probably also in scrap and capital. This writer does riot 
believe that dif ferences in the input markets will badly 
distort the results because changes in many of the factor 
prices such as those for capital and labor are hig hly 
correlated across nati ons. 

2 Using the less restrictive transcendental log function, 
Hekman found that in a peri od roug hly cor responding to our 
sample, the Cobb-Douglas specification fit the data for the 
supply functions of the three major steel -producing areas of 
the country. The Cobb-Douglas function is a special case of 
the transcendental log production function. The transcendental 
function is less restrictive in that as 
falls it is possible for the marginal rates of 
between inputs to vary wit hout the factor 
(See Christensen and Greene 1976.) 
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Some modi fications are required for our purposes. First, 

since our analysis involves a long time period, tec hnological 

change should be taken into account. This phenomenon can be 

modeled by introducing a time variab le, T, as follows: 

Q = AT (t)dlcBliR R2LB3ssB4KB5eu. II:5 

Tech nological changes tend to he incremental in this industry; 

so a continuous time variable would seem approp riate.! 

Also, one has to consider that in the short run, some 

types of capital cannot be varied, and short run demand cond i

tions often dictate an immediately planned output not equal to 

the ma ximum allowed by the amount of available fixed capital. 

The best way to account for this phenomenon is to consider the 

fixed capital a separate factor of production; here it will he 

referred to as K p. (See Caves, Christensen, ann Swanson 1979 

for a similar treatment.) Therefore, equation II: 5 becomes: 

Q = ATdlcBliRB2LB3ssB4K B5KFB6eu. II: 6 

From this function, we can nerive a cost function. It can 

be shown that given certain regularity conditions, the --average 

cost function is the dual of the production function. (See 

Diewert 1974; Varian 1978, pp. 34-4A; and Nerlove 1965, 

pp. 100-31.) 

In further developing th e cost mode l, however, problems 

exist with K p, fixed capital. At any given time it does not 

1 For examples of its use, see Solow [1957] and Christensen, 
Jorgenson, and Lau [1973]. 
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ASJe 

vary; there fore its price cannot affect immediate costs. But 

ch anges in the amount of Kp over time will alter the level of. 

total and average cost. To acco unt for this situation a 

measure of the stock of the fixed capital should be included in 

the cost function. {See Caves, Christensen, and Swanson, 1981 

and Lau, 1976). No good measure of the amount of Kp is 

available; so we resort to a proxy variable. Given the 

available data, the best proxy is steel-furnace capacity.l 

When all the input prices are included in the cost function, 

the following Cobb-Douglas equation results: 

TC = CoQCl TC2 CAPC3 PcC4 PIRCS pLC6 PssC7 pKC8 eU, II: 7 

where 

=TC total cost for the industry, 

=T T, a variable representing tech nological change which 
takes on the value 1 in peri od 1 and rises to t in 
period t, 

=CAP 	 steel furnace capacity for th e industry [American 
Iron and Steel Institute 1916-60, and Bosworth 
1976] • 

=Pc price index for coal [Bureau of Mines 1960-73] , 

= price index for iron ore [Iron 1916-75], PIR 

1 It is not totally representative, but it is available for 
the entirety of the sample. In ad dition, ma ny people woul d 
consider capacity end ogenous. While capacity usually changes 
due .to factors outside of shortrun cond itions, these conditions 
can impinge on the decision to alter capacity. This could lead 
to measurement biases because the CAP variable would be 
influenced by th e exogenous variables in the system. But the 
CAPi variable used here is for the beginning of the year so 
the conditions re flected by the current regression variables 
would not have yet affected it. 
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Age 

A model of perfect 

PL = price index for labor [Bureau of the Census 1947-73] 

Pss = price index for steel scrap [Iron 1955-73], and 

PK = price index for cap ital, taking into account bot h 
equipment cost and interest [Bureau of the Census 
1975 and Moody's 1975]. 

u = multiplicative residual ter m. 

(PK is included in the function because there are types of 

capital that can be varied.) 

For a competitive industry, the supply curve equals the 

marginal cost curve which can be derived as follows: 

MC = ClTC/Q. II: 8 

So a log-log MC equation would thus be: 

lnMC = lnC1 + lnCo + (C l-l)lnQ + C2lnT + C3lnCAP II: 9 

+ G4lnPc + c5lnPIR + c6lnPL + C7lnPss + CalnPK + u. '. 
Here the constant, lnC1 + lnCo, ca n be collapsed into one term, 

competition is not accurate, however, 

since steel is an oligop olistic industry. Therefore, pri ce 

will not equal marginal cost; rather it is generally marked up 

over that cost.l Price, then, can be related to the industry 

MC as follows: 

P = (1 + m) MC , II: lO 

where m = the percentage markup divided by 100. 

1 In such industries, the traditional supply function which i.s 
independent of demand conditions does not really exist. So 
here the discussion is actually refer ring to the amount 
supplied at any given price under a given set of demand, market 
structure, and behavior conditions. This concept can be called 
a quasi-supply relation. 
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Before this equation can be estimated, we must find a met hod to 

adjust the model for variations in this markup, but these 

changes cannot be readily predicted. One way to attack the 

_problem would be to hypothesize how the underlying conditions 

determining the markup might have changed over time.l 

The literature suggests that over time institutional 

developments occurred that might have led to radical changes in 

steel-firm conduct. One watershed would be the ostensible de

mise of the basing-point pricing system in 1948. Hekm an [19781 

found that this change led to lower prices, other things equal.  

A second change seems to have occur red around 1960. [For 

discussions of the change see Mancke 1968, Rippe 1970, and 

Tarr's analysis in the FTC Staf f Report 1977]. The combination 

of increased imports and market-share deterioration hy u.s. 

Steel ap parently led to a more competitive environment. 

Evidence also indicates that at least some firms acted 


more independently duri ng the depression in the 1930's than 


1 An ideal met hodology would be to find the variables that 
directly af fect the steel firms' behavior and put them in a 
third simultaneous equation determining markup. The theory,
however, is not clea r on just what variables would appear in 
such a function, and probably many of those variahles would not 
be available for our sample period. An obvious candidate for 
inclusion in this equation would be a measure of market 
structure such as concentration. 

2 This system was in effect in various forms in the steel in
dustry from about 1900 until the FTC cement decision in 1948. 
(F.T.C. vs. Cement Institute et al., u.s. 683, pp. 712-21, 

1948). 
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where lnCooo 

they did before and later. (See Weiss 1971, pp. 177-79 and 

Daugherty, De Chazeau, and Stratton 1937, pp. 667-71.) The 

economic conditions of the industry may have led to a 

weakening of any leadership position by u.s. Steel, the largest 

firm, or of any collusive scheme among the larger firms. 

Consequently, we will hypothesize that the markup determining 

mechanism in the 1930's could have been consid erably different 

from that of the other periods in the sample. 

Since the markup of price over cost (m in II: lO) is 

embedded in the constant, a way to param eterize the changes in 

expected markup would be to add intercept-dummies for the times 

when the ins titutional environment might have changed . There

fore the following function is hypothesized: 

lnP = lnCQQO + CM1lnO + C2lnT + C3lnCAP + C4lnPc + CslnPrR 

+ 	 C6lnPL + C7Pss + Cs 1nPK + CgDl 

II: 11 

= 	 ln ( l+m) + lnC 1 + lnCo, the in tercept implied by 
equations II: 9 and II: 10 less the appropriate 
dummy values, 

D1 = 	 1 for the period before 1949 when the hasi ng 
point price system was in effect, and 0 
otherwise, 

D2 = 	 1 for the period before 1960, and 0 otherwise , 
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DEP = 1 for the period 1930-39, the years of the 
Dep ression, and 0 otherwise.l 

It is convenient for the analysis below to recast this equat ion 

as follows. 

lnQs = go + g1lnP + g2lnT + g3lnCAP + g4lnPc 

+ g5lnPIR + g6lnPL + g7lnPss + g8 lnPK II: l/ 

This 

+ g9D1 + g10D2 + g11DEP + W 

equation derived by solving II: ll for Q shows the quantity 

supplied at a given price. Since the relationship is 

simultaneous the equation can be es timated for either Q or P. 

As developed so far, we have a simultaneous-equation 

system consisting of II: 3 and II: l2. From these equations 

estimates of the demand and supply functions can be made. To 

use certain efficient estimation tec hni ques, namely Two and 

Three Stage Least Squares, the reduced form estimate for P must 

be found. It is as follows: 

lnP = )0 + )llnGMAN + )2lnPNF + )3ID + )4lnT + )5lnCAP + )6lnPc 

+ )7lnPIR + )alnPL + )9lnPss + )lolnPK 

II: l3 

With this equation, the above mentioned tec hni ques can be used 

to estimate equations II: 3 and II: l2. 

1 The institutional influences accounted for by the dum mies 
were in many periods operating at the same time • For instancer . 

during the thirties, the dep ression year s, the basing-point 
price system was in ef fect  so bot h influences im pinged on the 
steel market. To illustrate, other things equal, the expected 
difference between price in 1935 and in 1925 would be C11r but 
the difference between 1935 and 1955 when the basing-point 
pricing system was no longer in effect woul d be C11 + C9. 
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discrimination comp licates 

of given 

customers, 

number of 

III. Published Prices and Transaction Prices 

The above model would be adequate for our purposes if the 

available data were reliable, but the published steel pri es 

upon which the composite indexes are based may not accurately 

reflect the actual transaction prices. The source used, the 

price index published by American Metal Markets, is an average 

of a large number of prices for many di fferent steel products. 

Within most of the products are a number of grades or varia

tions on quality. All these products and grades would have 

different prices. Also, the actual price of the product can 

depend on the location of the buyers and sellers. While 

ostensibly transportation costs are reflected in the price, 

often steel firms.will absorb them. So at any given time, a 
' ' ·• 

steel-price index is an average of · prices for many products and 

subproducts for cust omers at a large number of locations. 

Price the problem further. The 

demand elasticities customers for a given firm's 

products vary. Some due to location, can purchase 

steel from a larger mills than can ot hers. Some 

buyers use their steel in a process where the substitution of 

other products is possible and cheap. Some users purchase so 

much steel that sellers would readily give them a lower price-

lower than could be explained by any di fference in handling 

costs. The very largest customers, such as auto companies and 

heavy-equipment manu facturers, have the option of building 
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showed extensive 

between-- 1965 

their own mills.l So at any given time, di fferent steel 

customers may pay a dif ferent price for the same product. 

In many if not most markets, these kinds of variations arr 

always present, but composite price averages reflect the situa

tion at a given time because changes in the published prices 

tend to correlated with changes in real prices. In steel, 

however, muc h evidence shows that the publis hed changes in 

comp osite prices may not re flect the real changes due to the 

presence of price shading. Many writers believe that price 

shading in steel was common for many periods [Oxenfeldt 1951; 

Rowley 1971, p. 88; Par sons and Ray 1975; and Tarr in the FTC 

Staf f Report 1977 pp. 17 3-97]. Oxenfeldt showed that price 

concessions did occur in the late thirties and very early for

ties at times when capacity utilization was low [pp. 500-502]. 

Furt hermore, Rowley concluded that there may have been price 

shading in other periods. Also Tarr's analysis of the trade 

press di fferences between transactions and 

list prices and 1974. Theref ore, given this 

1 i terature, it is necessary to at least be aware of the problem 

of an inaccurate price series. 

In steel, the nature of the market may make it ad van

tageous for fi rms to deviate from thei r pub lished prices for 

some customers. Generally the deviations occur when the demano 

curve moves. Because steel use is tied to cyclical items ltke 

1 Ford did, and International Harvester boug ht a steel mill. 

be 
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them 

even-

of the 

capital spending and big ticket consumer products, this curve 

is often subject to radical shifts. 

When demand falls, firms have a very strong interest in 

keep ing book prices up because some buyers will be willing to 

pay the old prices. On the other hand, ot hers will demand 

lower prices and threaten to take their business elsew here. In 

order to keep the latter cust omers, fir ms will grant un der-the

table discounts. If a firm were to lower book prices, however, 

it would lose the di fference between the two prices for the 

customers willing to pay the old price. Moreover, it is not 

clear that the firm would necessarily keep the buyers wanting a 

discount, because other firms mig ht on seeing the 

book price lowered. There fore, to prevent 

retaliate 

retaliation and' 
retain some customers, firms will dis count to many of 

while holding the book price the same. 

This process is generally not the end of the story; 

tually discounts will become so prevalent that the bulk 

steel buyers will hav·e the. ability to demand and get a lower 

price. When this occurs, the companies will then change the 

book prices to more closely reflect reality. 

When demand is increasing, the firms face a similar set 

of incentives in reverse. With risi ng demand, cust omers cannot 

obtain as many under-the-table discounts because they cannot 

find alte rnative sources of supply. This also give s steel 

firms the op tion to narrow the discounts that have been granted 

in the past. These changes can hap pen without the book price 
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being altered. As in the falling demand situation, however, 

eventually a point is reac hed where it is advantageous for 

firms to change the book price. 

There is, however, an added complication to the increasing 

price situation arising from the interacti"on of the industry 

size and structure and the role of the Gover nment. Histori

cally, u.s. Steel and sometimes the other larger companies have 

lagged behind the smaller firms in raising prices. While the 

small companies woul d usual ly follow u.s. Steel on book prices, 

in ti,mes of high demand they wou·ld often charge somewhat higher 

real transactions prices. The larger companie s have always 

been constrained by their fear of governmental intervention. 

This fear, then, has led them to mitigate somewhat their real 

price increases. The attitude of u.s. Steel was very similar 

to that of a public utility: the firm always fear ed that if it 

were to take full advantage of its position, the Government 

would intervene. One authority state d, 

Steel executives may be likened to execu
tives of a public utility. They aim for 
the ma ximum profit in a way that will not 
unduly ar ouse Congress, the antitrust 
authorities, or the general public 
[Oxenfeldt 1951, p. 508 ]. 

This sit uation would be much more relevant to u.s. Steel or 

Bethlehem, the number-two company, than to the smalle r 

producers. So the latter firms may thus be able to raise some 

prices faster than the larger firms. Consequently, the price 

index which usually reflects the book prices of the larger 
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companies may deviate from the real average price when demand 

is increasing for this reason as well. 

Bef ore developing a way to deal with this phenomenon, a 

further discussion of supply is needed. Supply conditions in 

the steel industry change more slowly than demand conditions. 

Over time, increasing fact or prices have pushed the supply 

curve up. On the other hand, increasing capacity and tec hno

logical progress have somew hat compensated for this tendency by 

pushing the curve to the right [Gold 1976]. Factor prices do 

not seem to move in wide gyrations, and capacity has increased 

only in small increments. Even when new plants have come on 

line, they are us ually phased in over a number of years. 

Tec hnological progress has also been incremental; in cont rast 

to many other markets (computers for instance), new innovations 

are only slowly adopted by the steel industry.! 

At times, however, it can be shown that if the factor 

prices for all firms are moving in tandem, then, book price 

variation due to supply changes mig ht reflect transactions 

price changes. This occurred when firms encountered ind ustry

wide union wage negotiation [Morkre 1968 ], but up until the 

late 1930's there was no such industrywide negotiation. Also, 

in the si xties, firms would not automatically raise prices in 

1 For instance, with the Basic Oxygen Furnace (BOF) a superior
steel furnace, the first u.s. plant was built in the early 
fifties, but by 1970, only 48 percent of the industry capacity 
was BOF. 
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response to negotiated wage in creases. Consequently, steel 

firms operate in an environment of slowly changing supply and 

widely fluctuating demand conditions. The deviations of real 

prices from book prices are thus a function of changing supply 

and demand but generally with demand changes having the greater 

influence. 

This problem is tec hnically er rors in variables where the 

stoc hastic nature of the independent variables leads to biases 

in the or dinary -least-squares estim ation technique. Several 

methods have been used to deal wit h this condition, among them 

various kinds of instrumental variable. (See Johnston 1972, 

pp. 281-92.) Usually the met hods depe nd on either an exact 

or 

knowledge of the er ror distrib ution of the variable in question 

the assum ption that this error has a normal distribution 

independent of any other variables in the equation. 

With the measurement err or found in the composite steel

price indexes, however, thes e met hods are inappropriate. The 

relationship bet ween price discounting and th  state of supply 

and demand means that the measurement error in price is 

lated with the exogenous variables in the two relationships-

especially demand. Thus, the usual parameter es timates are 

biased because there is still an er ror in the first-stage 

predicted value that is cor related wit h the exogenous vari

ables, namely the di fference between the reported and 

transactions prices. 

corre
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To sum up, these two variables probably deviate, and only 

slowly do changes in the former reflect changes in the latt er. 

Also, the variables affecting this deviation when prices are 

rising differ somewhat from those affecting it when prices are 

falling. In the former case, fears of antitrust action and 

other Government intervention may have led some firms to either 
.hide or defer some price increases. On the other hand, in both 

situations, dif ferences in the price elasticities among custo 

mers can lead to real prices changing faster than reported book 

prices. 

Consequently, a way to account for these conditions must 

be developed. A partial-adjustment model will be used to 

derive an approp riate instrumental variab le. The change in the 

natural logarithm of book price is a function of the 

di fference between the logarit hms of new real price and the old 

book price, 

* ln Pt - ln Pt-1 = a (ln p - ln Pt-1) III:l 
t 

where a < 1, 
* =p transactions price in time t,

t 


=Pt book price in time t.1 

1 We examined the special attrib utes of setting this equation 
in lo.g Multiplicatively it is as follows:form. 

= 
p t 

a •Pt-1 

that the deviation of 
terms of ratios as well 

-19-

* a 

It ap pears real and hook prices can be 
modeled in as in terms of differences.' 

(f ootnote continUed r----



* Solving this equation for ln p , one arrives at 
t 

ln - lnPt Pt-1 III: 2 
•+ ln Pt-1a 

This real price has three ad vantages, the real price 

deviation from book price is a function of pr evious price 

changes. Also the model re flects the tendency of book price 

changes to eventually follow transactions price changes. 

Third, if past writers on steel were generally wrong and book 

prices do reflect transactions prices, expression III: l 

model of 

collapse into 

ln = ln P * .Pt t 

will 

III: la 

This would occur when a equals one, a hypothesis that can be 

statistically tested. 

Equation III-2 can be substituted into equations II: 3 and 

II: l2 in the supply and demand system to cor rect for the errors 

in variable problem. This gives us the following system : 

( f  ootnote continues) 

While the linear form of the adjustment equation (III: l) 
means that the ratio of book price change (Pt - Pt-1> to the 
partial adjustment (Pt - Pt-1> is constant, the log form of 
III: l makes this ratio a variable. An examination of the be
havior of this equation over a plausible sample shows that the 
larger the real price decrease, the more the ratio of 

Pt - Pt-1 to P  - Pt-1 falls, mea ning that with large decreases 

in real prices, book changes tend to follow real changes more 
closely. On the other hand, the opposite is true with the 
price increases. Scrutiny of the behavior of the log equation 
over the range of our sample, however, shows that it closely 
mimics the linear model. 
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III: 3 

lnOs 

+ g4l nPc + g5l nPrR + gnlnPL + g7l Pss + g8 lnPK + gqD1 

+ g10D2 + g11DEP + w 

where p * = the left hand side of III: 2 . 
t 

The problem of simultaneity between Q and P  still exists. 

Therefore we need to derive an instrumental variable for or a 

*first stage estimate of lnPt• One can use III: 3 to solve for a 

reduced form equation for lnP  

ln P  = gO + B'Yt + R'Xt + Zt, III: 4 

where B' and R' are vectors of first-stage parameters and Yt 

and Xt are respectively the vectors of exogenous demand and 

supply variables. 

This is the equivalent to equation !!: 13, the red uced form for 

the system with II: 3 and !!: 12. Subs tituting III: 4 into III: l, 

we then arrive at 

lnPt - lnPt-1 = ago + aB'Y + aR'X - alnPt-1 + azt• III: S 
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The predicted value of this equation (ln Pt - lnPt-1) can be 

* employed to find the instrument for lnP 
t 

to use in !!!: 3. 

Measuring equation !!!: 5 also gives us an estimate of a whic h 

also can be used to solve for the predicted real price log , as 

follows: 

III:f 

" where (lnPt - lnPt-1) = the predicted value of (lnPt - lnPt-1)
equal to !!!: 5 less the residual te rm , 
azt• 

a = the meas ured value of a.l 

This equation es sentially measures the expected of lnP * 
t 

valu.e 

, 

which is the com bination of the expected value of 

( lnPt - lnPt-1) divide,d by a and the expecterl value of lnPt-1 

which since lagged list price is predeter mined vis  vis !!!: 3 

equals lnPt-1• Equation !!!: 6 can now he used as a first stage 

is 
its predicted 

1 There a peculiarity about the variance of (lnPt - lnPt-1) 
about values. The dif ference between the pre
dicted value, (lnPt  lnPt-1), and (lnPt - lnPt-1) has two 
components, one arising from the dif ference between lnPt and 
lnPt, and the ot her arising from the difference between a and 
a. To see how this ef fects the results we shoulrl sol ve for the 
following: 

The value of this dif ference is aZ tr a scalar of Ztr the 
"* * dif ference between lnPt, and lnPt• This scalar cannot change 

the estimation results. 
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estimate in III: 3, and second and third stage measurements can 

he made for the system.1 

So in meas uring the supply and demand equations for stee 1, 

we take ad vantage of the tend ency of book price to eventually 

follow transaction prices. To summ arize the full system that <a 

are measuring can be viewed as follows: 

1nQd 

III: 3l 

1nOs 

+ g41nPc + gs1nPrR + g6lnPL + g7lnPss + gslnPK + g9D1 

+ g10D2 + g11DEP + w 
* = a (  lnP 1nPt - 1nPt-l t 

1nPt-1)• 

IV. The Results 

We will now estimate a model of the steel industry that 

takes into account the difference bet ween reported and trans

action prices as shown in III: 3a. The first two equations of 

1 Our theory predicts that when prices are rising, the speed 
at whic h book prices adjust to transactions prices may deviate 
from that of when they are falling. Therefore, the partial
adjustment model could be set up to take "the adjustment velocity
dif ference into account, but with this sample we do not have 
enough obser vations to accomp li sh the task. 
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the system are nonlinear in the parameters, since f and gl both 

appear in a ratio form wit h a. On the ot her hand, the a co

ef ficient can be measured from the reduced form for the third 

equation. Wit h the estimated a used in the formula for the 

price instrument, linear method s can be empl oyed to measure 

the first two equations. This procedure is analogous to two 

stage least squares. By using the estimated residual 

covariance mat rix from this technique, three stage estimates 

can be made. These proced ures take into account the usual 

simultaneity problem. As it happens, these methods are 

identical wit h the most commonly used nonlinear estimates, 

nonlinear two and three ·stage least squares (see Amemiya 1974, 

Jorgenson and Laffont 1974 and Hausman 1975) . 
' 

Tables I and II show res pectively the various estimates of 

the demand and supply equations. The dem an d-equation results 

seem quite reasonable: the corrected R2's are high: .970 for 

the 2S LS estimate and .963 for the 3SLS estimate. All the 

regression coefficients have the expected signs. Manufacturing 

activity (GMAN ) has a positive effect on steel consumption. 

Other things equal increases in nonferrous-metal prices seem to 

have led to greater steel use. For both techniques, the 

intercept dummies for after 1945 and the depression have the 

predicted signs. Last and most imp ortant, the coef ficients for 

price, p* , equalling demand elasticity in our speci fication are 
t 

less than zero. 
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techniques 
( a) (a) (P*) 

OUt(2Ut 
(GP-11\N) 

(2rices 
(PNF) mum de12ression 

(OEP) 

(-3. 71J)** 

1 

•• 

.963 

Table 1 

The Jlrljustecl lnstnmental Variable (AIV) l".stinates for the lP-11\'loo Curve 
o f  the tJ.s. Steel Industry for the riorls 1920-40 and 1946-72 

lnPt - lnPt-1 
The a Manu- The 

Estimation adjustment a net facturing Nonferrous- The intercept durrrny for 
variablel Constant lnPt-1 metal R2 F-value 

t 

2SL'3 0.645 ll.IJ70 -0.738 0.930 1.290 0.240 -0.041 .970 305.65 
(10.40)** (7.64) ... (2.58)** (-0.79)(5. 60) 

11.869 	 -0.725 0.924 1.281 0.235 -0.044 
(-3.67)""" (10. 21) "* (7.50) H (2.491"' (-0.82) 

3SIS 

The adjustment variable is the same for all the estimates since it is estimated for the third equation of 1II:3a • 

• Significant at the 95-percent level of a one-tail test • 

S ignificant at the 99-percent level on a one-tail test. 

+ Significant at the 95-percent level on a two-tail test. 

++ Significant at the 99-percent level on a· two-tail test. 

123.04 



change Capacity 
(P*) 

labor 
(Pc) (PJR) 

Ca[!ital 

DUmmY 

Qricing i:ePEession F-valu  
(Pi<) 

Table II 

The Adjusted Instrumental Variable (AIV ) EStimates for the SUpply CUrve 
of the u.s. Steel Industry for the J:Bdocls 1920-40 and 1946-72 

Price of variable for 
lnPt lnPt -1-

;timation a Techno- Basing
chnique and logical Iron Scrap point The The 

lnPt-1 R2used Constant Coal Ore Steel 1960's 
(PL) <Pssl (Dl ) (i)2) (IEP)(T) (C.I\P)

t 

2SU3 7,628 1.467 0.178 -0.036 -0.715 -1.513 0.825 0,675 -0.956 -0.519 -0.026 -0.095 .924 52.73 
(o. 76) (0. 55) (-1.83) (-2.78)** (-2.15)** (2.38) (4.42) (-0.42) (-2.92) ** (-0.14) (-0.68) 

3SI.S 7.1342 1.580 0.203 -0.036 -0.737 -1.536 0.811 0.657 -1.068 -0.523 -0.011 -0.110 .963 123.04 
(0.80) (0.62) ( -1. 79) (-2.83) ** (-2.16) ** (2.31) (4.25) (-0.46) (-2.91) ** (-0.06) (-0.78) 

* Significant at the 95-percent level on a one-tail test. 

** Significant at the 99-percent level on a one-tail test. 

+ Significant at the 95-percent level on a two-tail test, 

++ Significant at the 99-percent level on a two-tail test. 



On the ot her hand, the results for the supply equation are 

not as Input prices ·seem to be the source of the 

problem. both estimating procedures, two of the input 

price (labor and scrap steel) have the wrong signs. 

promising. 

For 

variables 

' t • •  

The available tests for significance support the veracity 

of the demand model.l The coef ficients for Price, GMAN, and 

PN F are significant at the 1 percent level. The coef ficients 

for the dummy for the years after 1945 are signifiin'tercept 

cant at the 5 percent level, but the variable for depression 

fails the signi ficance test for both estimating techni ques even 

though its signs are corre t. 

(Since Q is the dependent variable, they should be negative.) 

A possible reason for the unpredicted signs is that the 

steel industry is a large buyer in these input markets. Labor 

markets are usually local, and steel firms tend to be large 

employers in given areas. There are few alternative uses for 

scrap steel. Consequently, conditions in the steel industry 

may have had a effect on these prices implying 

simultaneity in the relationship between the dependent quantity 

variable and the input price variables. This simultaneity 

would lead to biased parameter estimates (see Johnston 1972, 

pp. 341-46 and Maddala 1977, pp. 242-52). To correct for this 

problem, one would have to enlarge the model to include the 

1 With the 2SLS and 3SLS, only asymptotic t tests can be made 
with con fidence (Maddala, 1977, p. 239). 

significant 
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in 

of 

equations for various input prices. For our purp oses, -however, 

the gain in accuracy from this extension is not worth the cost 

of developing a model that would include supply and demand 

equations for some of the inp ut markets. 

Advancing technology, other things equal, would lead to 

increasing production, and T has the predicted sign, but it is 

insignificant for both techniques. The coef f icient for the 

Depression variable, DEP, should have a positive sign in the 

supply equation, but the results indicate a negative influence. 

Perhaps the depressing effect of economic conditions on the 

decision-makers' psychologies may have counteracted the positive 

ef fect on output of any weakened collusion. Particularly inter 

esting are the other coefficients for the changes behavior. 

The abolition of basing-point pricing and the advent the 

1960's did lead to increases in output, and the coef ficients 

of the former were statistically signi ficant.l 

The parameter estimates for steel price and capacity are 

not significantly di fferent from zero. Theory does not predict 

the sign of the latter, but the former should be positive 

which it is.2 Probably the fact that the steel industry rarely 

1 The dummy variables were parameterized to have a value of one 
in the earlier periods for 01 and D2 and one during the depres
sion for DEP. 

2 Increased capacity may lead to either hig her or lower average
and marginal cost, depending on economies of scale. Past work 
on plant scale economies in steel would sug gest a flat industry 
supply curve in that the smallest efficient steel plant would 

( footnote continued) 
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operated near capacity somewhat attenuateo the effect of price 

on output. The capacity variable was not significant for 

either equation on a two tail test. 

In spite of some ambiguous supply -side results, at this 

point we have plausible esti mates of demand elasticity, -0.738 

and -0. 725. They seem to be in accord with earlier estimates of 

shortrun demand elasticity (see Yntema, 1939 and Rowley, 1971, 

pp. 66-74). Yntema (1939) found elasticities in a range between 

-0.3 and -0.8, but his methodology was crude and he had a 

limited number of obser vations. Using intuitive methods, Rowley 

(1971, pp. 66-74) estimated an elasticity of -0. 8.1 

v. Conclusion 

This paper develops and meas ures the demand and supply 

functions for the American stee.l industry correcting for errors 

in the price variable. Generally it can be said that the demand 

( footnote continues) 

account for only a small percentage of total industry output 
[See Bain 1956 and Tarr 1978]. So possibly increasing the total 

amount of capacity and presumably fixed capital may not affect 
average or marginal cost. On the ot her hand, ev en thoug h no 
individual plant economies exist, there may be economies of 
agglomeration as the ind ustries supplying the steel-industry 
increase in size  so increases in measured capacity may lower 
costs. 

1 Hekman's estimates of demand elasticity (1976 and 1978) are 
comparable with ours, but they are larger in ab solute value than 
ours as one would expect for regional estim ates. So consistency 
exists between the two estimates. 
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•' " 

measurement is successf ul, but problems persist in the supply 

equation. For the supply equation, some in put price coeffi

cients have the wrong signs  this is pr opably due to the 

sim ultaneity in the relationship between these input prices and 

steel outp ut. Both labor and scrap steel are sold in markets 

w here the steel industry is an extremely large user. Conse

quently to better model supply, one might add to the system 

price and output equations for labor and scrap steel or develop 

instruments for those price variables. 

The theory that rep orted and transactions prices deviate JS 

supported by the statistical significance of the difference 

between the adjustment variable, a ,  and one {the t value here 

being 3.08). Consequently we can state wit h some confidence 

that we have made a good attempt to deal with this problem. If 

at a later date more accurate price data become available, then, 

comparisons can be made between this model and those using the 

accurate data. 

In summary, this experiment seems to contradict earlier 

assertions that econometric tec hniques cannot be applied to 

steel. Ironically our demand elasticity estimates, -0.738 and 

-0.725 , are not very dif ferent from the deductive estimate of 

Rowley {about -0. 8), a critic of ap plying econometrics to the 

steel market {1971, pp. 66-74). Consequently, the res ults may 

not only be use ful to peop le st udying steel but also to those 

estimating demand and supply in other industries with similar 

measurement problems. 
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